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a b s t r a c t

Multi-robot cells for spot welding use coordinated robots to assemble metal panels via spot welding by
coordinated robots, for instance in the construction of car doors. The design of multi-robot cells for spot
welding required both cell design and off-line motion planning. Cell design involves resource selection
(such as robots and welding guns) and resource configuration, while considering cell productivity, costs,
flexibility and reconfigurability. Motion planning involves allocating welding points to each resource and
calculating collision-free motion plan for each robot. Currently, cell design and motion planning are
sequential and manual activities, managed by different and separate industrial functional units. This
results in several cycles before the design converges to a feasible final solution. The proposed approach
introduces a unified methodology, aiming at optimizing the holistic cell design and motion planning, that
reduces design time and errors. The feasibility of the proposed approach has been demonstrated in
several ad-hoc basic replicable cases and in one industrial case. The outcome of this research improves
state of the art, reducing design and motion planning time over current technology. Moreover, the
method has been integrated into a computerized approach which has the potential to accelerate the
whole cell design and motion planning processes and to reduce human efforts.
1. Introduction

Over the past 20 years, the automotive industry has moved
towards the assembly of different vehicle models on the same
assembly line through flexible and reconfigurable multi-robot cells
[1,2]. This shift reflects two major drivers in automotive produc-
tion: the saturation of the production capacity to reduce the pro-
duction costs; the increase of product flexibility in terms of new
vehicle models, and customization [3,4].1

Vehicle body-in-white is obtained through the assembly of
∼ −300 500 metal panels and sheet components. These panels,
produced through different processes such as stamping and ma-
chining, are generally provided in ‘white’, i.e., unprimed and un-
painted. They are assembled into sub-assemblies necessary for the
definition of the vehicle upper body or lower body, e.g., front and
echnologies and Automation
o, Italy.
Pellegrinelli).
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odels increased from 278 in
rear doors, front and rear trails, and the body-in-white, i.e., the
assembly of the upper and lower body. The assembly of metal
panels and sub-assemblies requires dedicated lines. The number of
multi-robot welding cells can vary among the lines (generally
between 55 and 75 cells per line) and depends on the total
number of needed welding points, possible precedence constraints
in the execution sequence of the welding points and in the desired
takt time (average unit production time needed to meet customer
demand) [6]. Each spot-welding assembly cell is an environment
constituted, as in depicted in Fig. 1, by body-in-white transporta-
tion device so that the body-in-white can enter and exit the cell;
body-in-white fixture to hold the body-in-white during the
welding process; industrial robots; welding guns to be mounted
on the robots; robot support structure to fix the robot in the space.
The robot support structure influences the possible robot position
and orientation in the cells. These selectable devices determine
the cell cycle time that has to be minor or equal to the line takt
time.

In the current industrial practice, automotive companies,
proving all the necessary specifications such as the required cycle
time (RCT) and consequently the talk time, commission turnkey
systems to original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) that act as
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Fig. 1. Multi-robot spot-welding cell - COMAU Robogate. Courtesy of COMAU Robotics™.
system integrators. On the basis of the received specifications, the
OEM initially solves the multi-robot cell design problem and
subsequently provides a feasible robot motion plan, making cell
design and motion planning two sequential activities generally
managed from different industrial functional units. Firstly, taking
into account position of welding points required by the auto-
motive company, the OEM designs the body-in-white fixture (BF )
that will influence the final quality of the body-in-white and the
transportation device ( BTD). Secondly, the OEM preliminary se-
lects the resources in term of “which”, “where”, “how many” robots
and tools are needed. Specifically, they select the robot model
(RM), the robot support structure model (RSM), the robot positions
and orientations ( RPOs) on the robot support structure, and a
welding gun model (WGM) for each robot in the cell. This activity
is mainly based on tabular information coming from the OEM’s
experience and expertize. Finally, the OEM allocates the welding
points to the robots, defines a motion plan for each robot and
solves coordination issues among the robots. However, the mu-
tual-influence of the multi-robot cell design and motion planning
cannot be ignored: the decoupling of design and planning activ-
ities could lead to infeasible motion plans, imposing changes to the
cell design. Thus, mutual interactions and cycles could be needed
to obtain a feasible final solution. Each cycle causes delays and
accumulated errors in a process that generally requires up to 14
weeks of works. This separation of the activities is partially justi-
fied by (i) the complexity of the two steps that represents a barrier
for a straightforward optimal solution, and (ii) the multi-dis-
ciplinary activities and research fields required. The separation of
multi-robot cell design and off-line motion planning that char-
acterizes the industrial practice can also be identified in literature,
where the integration between the two activities has not been
adequately investigated so far.
2. Overview

This section focuses on the state of the art with respect to the
following topics: design of multi-robot systems with a focus on
multi-robots in assembly spot-welding cells; robot motion
planning; and simultaneous design and motion planning of robotic
cells. The innovative aspects of the proposed approach will be
compared to these state of the art methods in Section 3.

2.1. Multi-robot cell design for spot-welding assembly

Several papers deal with the problem of designing spot welding
cells, where each paper focuses only on partial aspects of the
problem. A computer-aided process planning (CAPP) platform for
integrating robot systems in small and medium enterprises is
presented in [7]. However, the paper only defines the framework
for cell design without addressing problems related to the design
process.

On the contrary, an approach to optimally identify the gun
model and the robot installation position for a single robot is de-
scribed in [8], taking into account the flexibility of the production
system and the versatility of the equipment. A similar approach is
introduced by [9], where a single robot is optimally placed in order
to execute some predefined tasks. Task reachability is checked for
several possible discrete positions of the robot, taking into account
collisions with objects in the environment. Other approaches fo-
cusing on the optimization of the robot position in the cell or the
robot selection are described in [10,11].

Michalos et al. [12] marks a step forward in the state of the art,
analyzing the design of multi-robot cells. Specifically, the paper
proposes a more comprehensive approach for the design of multi-
robot assembly cells to derive assembly line design alternatives.
Given the product specifications and a set of possible technologies,
layouts, resources and operations, alternative solutions are gen-
erated. Investment costs, cell availability, resource reutilization,
flexibility and mean annual production volume are calculated for
each solution. Although the presented methodology was applied
to an automotive case, the allocation of the tasks to the robots is
not considered for optimization.

The problem of the production tooling structure for multi-robot
spot-welding assembly cells is considered in [13–16]. This ap-
proach focuses on the identification of the flexible elements of
vehicle body-in-white and their interaction with the production
tooling structure. The aim is to provide a reconfigurable and



flexible production tooling structure, so that body-in-white styling
changes and variants can be easily produced without the need of
tooling changeover.

2.2. Off-line motion planning for multi-robot cells

Off-line motion planning for multi-robot cells concerns with
the automatic generation of collision-free coordinated trajectories.
Each robot has to move from a starting position to a goal position
avoiding environmental obstacles and other robots.

Motion planning problem for a single robot has been widely
discussed in literature [17]. The most common techniques are:
potential fields, roadmaps, cell decomposition, probabilistic po-
tential fields, probabilistic roadmaps, probabilistic cell decom-
position and simple-query sampling-based method. The efficiency
and efficacy of these techniques are problem dependent. The
problem of robot motion is traditionally based on decoupled and
centralized approaches.

Decoupled planning defines the motion of each robot in-
dividually, where in the first phase, the existence of other robots is
ignored; then, in the second phase, the resulting paths are com-
bined by resolving possible collisions between the paths through
velocity tuning [18,19] or path modification [20]. Such algorithms
search smaller-dimensional spaces but there is no guarantee for
finding an existing solution.

Centralized motion planning considers a set of robots, operat-
ing in the same workspace as a single multi-body robot. The main
problem related is the high dimensionality of the configuration
space. A coordinated motion planning approach based on prob-
abilistic roadmaps (PRMs), which is probabilistically complete, is
proposed in [21]. Another method [22,23] is demonstrated on a
simulated six-robot welding station combining 36 degrees of
freedom. It shows that centralized planning based on PRM and
lazy collision has been a much more effective approach than de-
coupled planning.

2.3. Cell design and motion planning

Few researches have investigated the influence of cell design
on motion planning, and almost all of them have focused on some
relations among set of factors in the design and motion planning
areas and in simplified environments.

Some approaches face the design and the motion planning in
two separate steps. In [24], a 3D optimized layout for assembly
cells is proposed when resources, tasks and product geometry are
given. The components are roughly placed in the environment in
order to generate a starting solution. Then, their position is opti-
mized to guarantee the accessibility of all required locations. Once
cell design is given, a path planning is generated. Similarly, in [25],
conveyor belt and robot positions are optimized through a simu-
lation-based approach. Once a possible layout is generated, robot
trajectories are calculated taking into account the pre-allocated
and predefined tasks.

Design and motion planning integration is presented in [26–
28]. In [26], the most appropriate manipulator systems are se-
lected from a set of candidates, while optimizing their location and
their motion coordination. Even if the simultaneous resolution of
design and motion coordination is addressed, design only copes
with robot selection and placement, thus disregarding end effector
selection and task allocation. An extended approach for the design
of a cooperating robot cell is described in [27,28]. Starting from an
initial rough solution, a final collision-free solution with optimized
cycle time is found. However, limitations exist in relation to the
motion planning coordination activities, where only the collisions
between the robot end effector, the floor and the part are
considered.
A large amount of simulation software tools are available for
robot systems such as CimStation [29], Robcad [30], RobotStudio
[31], 3DAutomate [32], Delmia [33] and Industrial Path Planner
[34]. These software tools cover one or more tasks in robotics like
off-line programming, design of robot work cells, collision detec-
tion, trajectory optimization and so on. However, none of them is
able to solve all these problems simultaneously, thus selecting the
required resources, defining the resource layout and providing a
motion plan at the same time.

At the best of the author knowledge, therefore, the state-of-
the-art approaches and software tools cope only with some dif-
ferent problems related to the design and motion planning, under
several hypotheses that highly limit the applicability field. Fur-
thermore, the interdependence between design and motion
planning is only partially addressed in the state of the art.

2.4. Research contribution and objectives

The proposed method simultaneously handles cell design and
motion planning problems. The contribution of this paper is to
demonstrate the feasibility and advantages of integrating multi-
robot spot-welding cell design and motion planning in real in-
dustrial contexts. The research contributes to the area as follows:

� Provides a formalization of the design and motion planning
problem for multi-robot spot-welding cells by considering both
industrial practice and state of the art methods.

� Analyzes the influence of the cell design step on motion plan-
ning, and vice versa.

� Creates a simultaneous resolution of the cell design and motion
planning.

� Develops a decoupled motion planning technique for high-di-
mensional -spaces with ad-hoc algorithms for multi-robot
spot-welding cells.

� Tests main motion planning techniques in an environment with
high complexity [17].

Moreover, the research contributes to the industrial practice as
follows:

� Minimizes time delays of the overall activity.
� Creates solutions that are robust to accumulated errors.
� Provides computerized solutions that are independent from the

worker’s skills, and reduce drastically his/her effort.
3. The methodology

The proposed method is based on a set of formalized inputs
and outputs that reflects the industrial practice. The set of inputs is
related to the specifications provided by the automotive company
(Table 1) and to the resources that the OEM can consider for the
cell design (Table 2), i.e. robot model, robot support structure,
robot positions and orientations on the robot support structure
and welding gun models. On the basis of this set of inputs, the
method identifies as outputs both the cell design and the motion
planning, granting the minimum of the total investment cost
(Table 3).

The approach, representing a novelty in the state-of-the-art,
consists of four stages (Fig. 2):

– Stage 1 – Single-robot off-line motion planning;
– Stage 2 – Off-line collision check of two robot paths;
– Stage 3 – Multi-robot cell design and off-line motion planning;
– Stage 4 – Motion plan validation.



Table 1
Automotive company’s inputs.

CBS (and/or BIW ) Metal sheets that have to be assembled for the creation of the car body (Car Body metal Sheets and/or Body In White); CAD file is required as well as
its orientation and position in the cell.

WPs { = … − }WP wp N: 0, , 1wp
WP Welding Points (depending on CBS) expressed as position [mm] and Euler ZYZ rotation [°] respect to the cell reference

system together with a rotation range that represent the possible rotations of the gun around its Z axis during welding process; NWP denotes the
number of WPs.

BF Fixtures for the blocking of the metal sheets during the welding process (car Body Fixture); designed by the OEM but approved by the automotive
company; CAD file is required as well as its orientation and position in the cell.

BTD Device to allow the transportation of the car body into the cell (Body Transportation device); CAD file is required as well as its orientation and
position in the cell.

WTwp Welding Time for the welding point −wp th.

RCT Maximum allowed cycle time for the assembly process (Required Cycle Time).

Table 2
OEM’s inputs.

RM Robot Model. The method considers only one robot model per cell according to the industrial practice and for sake of clarity. The re-
laxation of this hypothesis will lead to the increase in the problem complexity; CAD file and D&H parameters are required for each robot
model.

RPOs { }= …RPO rpo N: 1, , ,rpo
RPO set of possible positions and orientations of the robot in the cell; NRPO denotes the maximum number of

possible RPOs;
RSM Model of support structure on which the robot are mounted (Robot Support structure Model) leading to the definition of RPOs; the CAD

file is required.
WGMs { }= …WGM wgm N: 1, , ,wgm

WGM set of welding gun models (Each robot may be provided with a different WGMwgm); NRPO denotes the

number of possible welding gun models; CAD file is required as well as the rototranslation matrices describing the position of the gun
control point in the gun system and the gun system in the tool robot reference system.

NC RM , NC RSM ,NCWGMwgm Number of already aCquired resources, i.e. resources that are already available and do not have to be acquired. Specifically: number of
available robots for each RM (Number of aCquired Robot Models), availability of the RSM (Number of aCquired Robot support Structures),
number of available welding guns for each WGMwgm (Number of aCquired Welding Gun Models).

COST RM ,COST RSM ,COSTWGM Cost per unit of RM [€], cost of the RSM [€] on which the robot are mounted, cost per unit of WGMwgm [€].

Table 3
Outputs.

COST Investment COST of the cell [€], i.e. costs related to the resources to be acquired (robot, welding guns and robot support structure)

TNRM Total Number of selected robots for the considered RM in the welding cell;

TNWGMwgm Total Number of selected welding guns for each WGM .

RGPwgm rpo, Allocation of the welding gun model to each robot position and orientation – Binary variable equal to 1 if robot mounting WGMwgm is in position/orientation

RPOrpo.

WPArpo wp, allocation of the welding point WPwp to the robot RPOrpo - binary variable equal to 1 if the welding point WPwp is allocated to RPO .rpo

Iwp wp
wgm rpo

1, 2
, Starting time of the trajectory that allows robot in RPOrpo mounting WGMwgm to move from WPwp1

to WPwp2
and weld WPwp2

[s].

Cwp wp
wgm rpo

1, 2
, completion time of the trajectory that allows robot in RPOrpo mounting WGMwgm to move from WPwp1

to WPwp2
and weld WPwp2

[s].

OCTrpo Obtained Cycle Time for robot in RPOrpo [s] - time required by the robot in RPOrpo to weld all the allocated WPs and be back to the initial configuration

MAXOCT Obtained Cycle Time for cell design [s] - time required by all robots to weld the allocated WPs and be back to initial configuration.

MPwp wp
wgm rpo

1, 2
, Binary variable equal to 1 if robot in RPOrpo mounting WGMwgm processes WPwp2

immediately after the WPwp1
- it describes the final motion plan for the cell.
Stage 1 first identifies all the possible single-robot systems
derived by the available combinations of robot model, robot po-
sition and orientation on the robot support structure and welding
guns. Then, it generates a set of collision-free trajectories (off-line
motion plans) for each single-robot system exploiting the main
principle of probabilistic roadmaps. Specifically, for each single-
robot system, the algorithm defines collision-free trajectories
among all the possible couples of reachable welding points. Thus,
the outcome of this step is the mapping of the global solution
space in terms of available possible motion plans per each possible
input combination. Worthily, for each single-robot systems, a
number of different motion plans is made available, since different
welding points could be reached and the sequence is still not
defined.

Stage 2, then, is a feasibility filter for the motion plans gener-
ated in Stage 1: for each couple of possible single-robot systems,
the Stage evaluates if there are collisions (independently from the
time coordinate) among the set of all the possible combination of
motion plans. The Stage classifies two trajectories as safe or not
safe. Two trajectories are safe when they do not collide whichever
their starting time is. On the contrary, if two trajectories are
classified as unsafe, they may collide and, therefore, their si-
multaneous execution is not allowed. Actually, the collision of two
unsafe trajectories is not obvious: one or more combinations of
their starting time may lead to a non-colliding execution. The
choice not to simultaneously execute unsafe trajectories may lead
to suboptimal motion plans.

Once defined the collision-free motion plans for all the single-
robot systems, Stage 3 proposes an algorithm for the identification
of the optimal multi-robot cell design in term of cell investment
costs, i.e. the solution presents the minimum number of resources
(robot, welding gun) to be acquired. Thus, the result is a complete
cell design and a coordinated motion plan: the specification of
each single-robot systems, the number of single-robot systems,
and the sequence of welding points associated to each single-robot
systems. Worthily, Stage 3 introduces in the optimization calculus



Table 4
Linear mixed-integer model for the optimal design of the multi-robot cell (Stage 3).

Resource data
RM See Table 2
RSM See Table 2
RPOrpo See Table 2

WGMwgm See Table 2

Process related data
WPwp See Table 1

RMPrmp { = … − }RMP : rmp N0, , 1rmp
RMP , set of possible Robot Motion Plans; each motion plan is characterized by four indexes{ }wgm rpo wp wp, , ,1 2 that refer to

the welding gun WGM ,wgm the robot position and orientationRPOrpo and the welding pointsWPwp1
, WPwp2

; NRMP indicates all the existent ( )RMP s .

MPfwp wp
wgm rpo

1, 2
, Binary variable equal to 1 if robot in RPOrpo mounting WGMwgm can process WPwp2

immediately after the WPwp1
; 0 otherwise

MTwp wp
wgm rpo

1, 2
, Motion Time according to MPfwp wp

wgm rpo
1, 2

, [s] - time required by the robot in RPOrpo to move from WPwp1
to WPwp2

and to execute WPwp2

WTwp Welding Time for WPwp ( =WT 00 ) [s] - time required to weld the considered welding point

RCT Required Cycle Time [s] - cycle time defined by the automotive company in order to cope with the expected throughput
RWP Number of times the robot initial points are replicated as waiting points
IGPrpo rpo1, 2

binary variable equal to 1 if the robot in RPOrpo1
and the robot in RPOrpo2

display the same position and a different orientation; otherwise 0. This

variable is useful in order to avoid the selection of more than one robot in each available position
SPrpm rpm1, 2

Binary variable indicating a Safe couple of existing Plans - Equal to 1 (a) if robot in RPOrporpm1 mounting WGMwgmrpm1 and moving from WPwp rpm
1

1 to

WPwprpm
2

1 does not collide independently from the time coordinate with the robot in RPOrporpm2 mounting WGMwgmrpm2 and moving from WPwp rpm
1

2

to WPwprpm
2

2 or (b) if robot in RPOrporpm1 and robot in RPOrporpm2 physically occupy the same position (independently from the orientation);

otherwise 0
UPrpm rpm1, 2

Binary variable indicating an Unsafe couple of existing Plans - Equal to 1 if robot in RPOrporpm1 mounting WGMwgmrpm1 and moving from WPwp rpm
1

1 to

WPwprpm
2

1 could collide with the robot in RPOrporpm2 mounting WGMwgmrpm2 and moving from WPwp rpm
1

2 to WPwprpm
2

2; otherwise 0

Resource related data

NCRM See Table 2

NCWGMwgm See Table 2

NCRSM See Table 2

COSTRM See Table 2

COSTWGMwgm See Table 2

COSTRSM See Table 2

Model data
L Value constant equal to 0.001

Process related decision variables

MPwp wp
wgm rpo

1, 2
, See Table 3

MPSwp wp
wgm rpo

1, 2
, Binary variable equal to k if robot in RPOrpo mounting WGMwgm processes WPwp2

immediately after the WPwp1
as kth points. It describes the

execution sequence of the WPs for each robot/welding guns.

MTTwp wp
wgm rpo

1, 2
, Duration indicating the time required by robot in RPOrpo mounting WGMwgm to move from WPwp1

to WPwp2
and to weld WPwp2

[s]

Cwp wp
wgm rpo

1, 2
, See Table 3

Iwp wp
wgm rpo

1, 2
, See Table 3

Dwp wp
wgm rpo

1, 2
, Temporal Delay for robot in RPOrpo mounting WGMwgm to move from WPwp1

to WPwp2
and weld WPwp2

after WPwp2
welding [s]

WPArpo wp, See Table 3

OCTrpo See Table 3

MAXOCT See Table 3
∈ { }TP 0, 1rpm rpm1, 2

Binary variable equal to 1 if completion time of motion plans RMPrpm1 is minor than initial time of RMPrpm2, i.e. the trajectory of robot in RPOrporpm1

mounting WGMwgmrpm1 and moving from WPwp rpm
1

1 to WPwprpm
2

1 is completed before the trajectory of the robot in RPOrporpm2 mounting WGMwgmrpm2

and moving from WPwp rpm
1

2 to WPwprpm
2

2 starts; otherwise 0

SOPrpm rpm1, 2
Binary variable equal to 1 if motion plans RMPrpm1

and RMPrpm2
presents a temporal overlapping and are selected, i.e. robot in RPOrporpm1 mounting

WGMwgmrpm1 and moving from WPwp rpm
1

1 to WPwprpm
2

1 has a trajectory that temporally overlaps the trajectory of the robot in RPOrporpm2 mounting

WGMwgmrpm2 and moving from WPwp rpm
1

2 to WPwprpm
2

2; otherwise 0

ISPrpm rpm1, 2
Auxiliary variable used for the definition of SOPrpm rpm1, 2

Resource related decision variables
COST See Table 3

TNRM See Table 3

TNWGMwgm See Table 3

NARM Number of RM to be Acquired

NAWGMwgm Number of Welding Guns to be Acquired for each WGM

NARSM Number of RSM to be Acquired
′TNRM Support variable for the definition of TNRM

′TNWGMwgm Support variable for the definition of TNWGMwgm

RGPwgm rpo, See Table 3



Table 5
Simplified case – resource costs.

Cost [€] Value

COSTRM 24000

COSTRSM 230000

COSTWGMwgm 9000 8500

Table 6
Simplified case 1 – solution.

RPO WGM WP seq. OCTrpo [s]

RPO1 WGM2 → → →WP WP WP WP4 1 3 2 18

RPO2 WGM1 WP7 7

RPO3 WGM1 → → → → → →WP WP WP WP WP WP WP11 12 8 5 6 9 10 23.2

Table 8
Industrial case – input – resource costs (for con-
fidentiality issues the cost are fictional).

Cost [€] Value

COSTRM 20230

COSTRSM 185000

COSTWGMwgm 8560 8790 9230

Table 9
Industrial case – input – possible combination of RPO WGM,rpo wgm.

RPOrpo WGMwgm Initial joint pos [rad]

RPO1 WGM1 [ ]− −0. 0 0. 43 1. 95 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0
RPO2 WGM WGM,2 3 [ ]− −0. 0 0. 43 1. 95 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0
RPO3 WGM3 [ ]− −0. 0 0. 43 1. 95 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0
RPO4 WGM1 [ ]− −0. 0 0. 43 1. 95 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0
a time-shift for each motion plan, in order to identify a co-
ordinated motion plan avoiding collisions among robots, and
granting the cell cycle time. Stage 3 is based on a mixed model
mathematical problem.

A final simulation for the validation of the proposed cell design
and motion plan is run in Stage 4.

Hereafter, inputs, outputs and the approach stages are de-
scribed in details in terms of formalization and resolution
algorithms.
4. Formalization and implementation

This section presents the formalization of the approach and a
detailed description of the developed algorithms and methods.
First, the required inputs and provided outputs are introduced;
then, all the stages are analyzed.

4.1. Inputs and outputs of the methodology

Automotive company and OEM’s inputs as well as generated
outputs are hereafter described.

4.2. Stage 1 – single robot off-line motion planning

Stage 1 of the approach (Fig. 2) aims at formalizing and solving
the off-line motion planning for a single-robot assembly cell: for
each couple( )RPO WGM,rpo wgm , the algorithm defines collision-free
trajectories connecting the reachable welding points. The gener-
ated trajectories represent an input for Stages 2 and 3 of the
proposed approach.

Because the environment is static and the problem can be
considered a multi-goal problem,2 probabilistic roadmaps (PRMs)
Table 7
Industrial case – input – motion planning.

RPOrpo Initial joints [rad] WP seq.

RPO1 [ ]− −0. 0, 0. 436, 1. 95, 0. 0, 0. 0, 0. 0 →WP W1

RPO2 [ ]− −0. 0, 0. 436, 1. 95, 0. 0, 0. 0, 0. 0 →WP W8

RPO3 [ ]− −0. 0, 0. 436, 1. 95, 0. 0, 0. 0, 0. 0 →WP16

2 The number of queries is equal to the number of reachable welding point
pairs
with lazy collisions have been selected among the existing tradi-
tional approaches (Section 2.2). The calculus of the trajectory
connecting the points of PRMs has been provided by integrating
the motion planner of the robot actually used in the experimental
phase (the ORL [35] – the motion planner from COMAU Robotics).
Using such motion planner, the correspondence of simulated
motion and the actual motion of real robots is extremely high. In
comparison to state of the art (Section 2.2), PRM has been mod-
ified through the development of ad-hoc algorithms and criteria
inspired to the technological problem of robotic spot welding. A
detailed description of steps composing the Stage 1 is reported
(Fig. 3).

4.2.1. Stage 1i – definition of admissible welding points
Each welding point is identified by the Cartesian position (x, y,

z), and by the axis orthogonal to the surface. Common accepted
assumption is that the z-axis of the welding gun (i.e., the con-
trolled closing axis) is orthogonal to the surface. Thus, the residual
degrees of freedom for the welding gun pose are: the rotation
around the z axis, and the selection of the inverse kinematic so-
lution among the feasible ones. Such degrees of freedom have
been exploited to identify the ‘best’ robot pose for each welding
point granting a collision-free robot configurations and the
shortest path in the joint space between the initial and final
configuration.

4.2.2. Stage 1ii - Space sampling and obstacle-based sampling
The PRM points are sampled in the robot joint position space.

The point sampling technique derives from Halton sequences [36],
→ → → → →P WP WP WP WP WP2 3 4 5 6 7

→ → → → → →P WP WP WP WP WP WP9 10 11 12 13 14 15

→ → → → →WP WP WP WP WP WP17 18 19 20 21 22
and it provides collision-free configuration check. The configura-
tion workspace, where the points are generated, is the joint-space
map corresponding to the cylinders in Cartesian space having as



Table 10
Industrial case – solution.

RPO WGM WP seq. OCTrpo [s]

RPO4 WGM1 → → → → → →WP WP WP WP WP WP WP6 2 5 7 3 4 1 28.32

RPO2 WGM2 → → → → → → → →WP WP WP WP WP WP WP WP WP8 9 13 11 15 8 10 12 14 37.2

RPO3 WGM3 → → → → → →WP WP WP WP WP WP WP21 20 16 19 22 18 17 20.88

Table 11
Test case resolution time in hours.

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Tot

Simplified case 1 10.51 1.25 86.79 1 99.55
Simplified case 6 7.85 0.83 104.76 1 107.44
Industrial case 98 2.2 12 1 113.2

Table 12
Part A – Inputs (I) and outputs (O) of the approach of the stages (S).

Symbol Definition S1 S2 S3 S4

CBS or BIW See Table 1 I – – I
BF See Table 1 I – – I
BTD See Table 1 I – – I
RM See Table 2 I I I I
RSM See Table 2 I – I I

∈{ … − }RPO rpo N, 0, , 1rpo
RPO See Table 2 I I I I

∈{ … − }WGM wgm N, 0, , 1wgm
WGM See Table 2 I I I I

∈{ … − }WP wp N, 0, , 1wp
WP See Table 1 I I I I

∈{ … − }RMP rmp N, 0, , 1rmp
RMP See Table 4 – – I I

∈NCRM See Table 2 – – I –

∈NCWGMwgm See Table 2 – – I –

∈{ }NC 0, 1RSM See Table 2 – – I –

∈ +COSTRM See Table 2 – – I –

∈ +COSTWGMwgm See Table 2 – – I –

∈ +COSTRSM See Table 2 – – I –

∈{ }MPf 0, 1wp wp
wgm rpo

1, 2
, See Table 4 O I I –

∈ +MTwp wp
wgm rpo

1, 2
, See Table 4 O I I –

∈ +WTwp See Table 4 – – I –

∈ +RCT See Table 4 – – I –

∈RWP See Table 4 – – I/O –

∈{ }IGP 0, 1rpo rpo1, 2
See Table 4 – – I –

∈{ }SP 0, 1rpm rpm1, 2
See Table 4 – O I –

∈{ }UP 0, 1rpm rpm1, 2
See Table 4 – O I –

L See Table 4 – – I –

Table 13
Part B – inputs (I) and outputs (O) of the approach of the stages (S).

Symbol Definition S1 S2 S3 S4

∈ +COST See Table 3 – – O –

∈TNRM See Table 3 – – O I

∈TNWGMwgm See Table 3 – – O I

∈NARM See Table 4 – – O –

∈NAWGMwgm See Table 4 – – O –

∈ { }NA 0, 1RSM See Table 4 – – O –

∈′TNRM See Table 4 – – O –

∈′TNWGMwgm See Table 4 – – O –

∈ { }RGP 0, 1wgm rpo, See Table 3 – – O I

∈ { }MP 0, 1wp wp
wgm rpo

1, 2
, See Table 3 – – O I

∈MPSwp wp
wgm rpo

1, 2
, See Table 4 – – O I

∈ +MTTwp wp
wgm rpo

1, 2
, See Table 4 – – O I

∈ +Cwp wp
wgm rpo

1, 2
, See Table 3 – – O I

∈ +Iwp wp
wgm rpo

1, 2
, See Table 3 – – O I

∈ +Dwp wp
wgm rpo

1, 2
, See Table 4 – – O I

∈ { }WPA 0, 1rpo wp, See Table 3 – – O I

∈ +OCTrpo See Table 3 – – O I

∈ +MAXOCT See Table 3 – – O I

∈ { }TP 0, 1rpm rpm1, 2
See Table 4 – – O –

∈ { }SOP 0, 1rpm rpm1, 2
See Table 4 – – O –

∈ { }ISP 0, 1rpm rpm1, 2
See Table 4 – – O –

Table 14
Simplified case – metal sheet position and orientation w.r.t. the cell reference
frame.

Rototraslation Rcell . Positions in [mm]

[ ]1, 0, 0, 0; 0, 1, 0, 0; 0, 0, 1, 650; 0, 0, 0, 1
axis the line connecting the robot initial position to reachable
welding points or two welding points and as radius an appropriate
value. Hereafter, the set of points in the joint space qi, =i n1, . . . ,
composing the PRM is denoted as v .

The generation of points through Halton sequences, however,
guarantees good performance in the free space, while it displays
some limitations in narrow passages. Thus, generation of points
close to the BIW was achieved through the use of a developed
obstacle-based technique sampling. The technique reduces the
welding gun movements near the BIW , adding bound constraint
for the orientation terns a e r, , and robot flags (i.e., the selection of
the solution for the inverse kinematics of the robot among the
feasible ones), Fig. 4.

4.2.3. Stage 1iii – connection of the sampled points through motion
planner

Sampled points v are connected during Stage 1iii in order to
obtain a roadmap. Connections c between the points v are
provided by the ORL. The use of the ORL grants that the behavior
of the robot in the simulated environment is coherent with the
real behavior of the robot. Since PRM is based on lazy collision, the
defined trajectories are not checked for collisions at this stage.
Points are connected according to the nearest-n technique : each
sampled point is connected to the nearest n points. The distance D
between two points is evaluated accordingly to Euclidean norm
∥⋅∥2 in the robot joint space.

The connectivity of the final roadmap, and the probability to
successfully find a path, increases together with n as well as the
computational time. [37] suggests to take =n 15 for probabilistic
roadmap without lazy collision. However, the proposed approach
is based on PRM with lazy collisions for which it is likely to employ
a higher n. Indeed, this will reduce the possibility to have not-
connected sub-roadmaps due to the deletion of all the connections
during collision check.

4.2.4. Stage 1iv – connection of the welding points to the roadmap
During Stage 1iv, each reachable welding point is connected to

the generated roadmap. First, the sampled point of the roadmap



Table 15
Simplified case – body fixture position and orientation w.r.t. the cell reference
frame.

Rototraslation Rcell. Positions in [mm]

[ ]1, 0, 0, 1400; 0, 1, 0, 1200; 0, 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0, 1

[ ]−1, 0, 0, 1400; 0, 1, 0, 1200; 0, 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0, 1

[ ]−1, 0, 0, 1400; 0, 1, 0, 1200; 0, 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0, 1

[ ]1, 0, 0, 600; 0, 1, 0, 500; 0, 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0, 1

[ ]−1, 0, 0, 600; 0, 1, 0, 500; 0, 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0, 1

[ ]−1, 0, 0, 600; 0, 1, 0, 500; 0, 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0, 1

[ ]−1, 0, 0, 900; 0, 1, 0, 1200; 0, 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0, 1

[ ]−1, 0, 0, 1400; 0, 1, 0, 500; 0, 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0, 1

[ ]−1, 0, 0, 300; 0, 1, 0, 1200; 0, 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0, 1

[ ]− −1, 0, 0, 1300; 0, 1, 0, 1000; 0, 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0, 1

[ ]−1, 0, 0, 800; 0, 1, 0, 900; 0, 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0, 1

[ ]−1, 0, 0, 500; 0, 1, 0, 1100; 0, 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0, 1

[ ]−1, 0, 0, 1300; 0, 1, 0, 800; 0, 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0, 1

[ ]−1, 0, 0, 900; 0, 1, 0, 800; 0, 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0, 1

[ ]− −1, 0, 0, 400; 0, 1, 0, 800; 0, 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0, 1

[ ]−1, 0, 0, 100; 0, 1, 0, 800; 0, 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0, 1

Table 17
Simplified case – welding gun model – rototranslation expressed w.r.t. the cell
reference frame.

WGMwgm RWGMwgmCP
WGMwgm RWGMwgm

RPOrpoT

WGM1 ⎡

⎣

⎢⎢⎢⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥⎥⎥⎥

1 0 0 1359. 95
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 140. 32
0 0 0 1

⎡

⎣

⎢⎢⎢⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥⎥⎥⎥

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

WGM2 ⎡

⎣

⎢⎢⎢⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥⎥⎥⎥
−
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1209. 91

0 0 1 132. 32
0 0 0 1

⎡

⎣

⎢⎢⎢⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥⎥⎥⎥

−0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

Table 18
Simplified case – Center points of sampling areas
for WPs w.r.t. the cell reference frame.

Area xyz [mm mm mm]

1 [�600 900 660]
2 [�700 �800 660]
3 [600 –800 660]

Table 19
Simplified case 1 – welding points (expressed w.r.t. the cell reference frame, linear
unit [mm], rotational unit [deg]).

WPwp x y z a e r Flag Rotation
about
ZWGMwgm

[deg]

WTwp

WP1 �646.11 �883.98 660.0 90 180 0 – 0 1.1

WP2 �617.57 926.59 660.0 90 180 �10 – 0 1.1

WP3 �636.18 918.82 660.0 90 180 �15 – 0 1.1

WP4 �574.4 940.49 660.0 90 180 �20 – 0 1.1

WP5 �704.67 �786.83 660.0 90 180 180 – 0 1.1

WP6 �744.72 �796.53 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1

WP7 �685.53 �776.94 660.0 90 180 200 – 0 1.1

WP8 �696.53 �756.28 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1

WP9 �591.63 �790.32 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1

WP10 619.15 �778.41 660.0 90 180 210 – 0 1.1

WP11 587.66 �827.64 660.0 90 180 180 – 0 1.1

WP12 558.55 �800.35 660.0 90 180 170 – 0 1.1
nearest to the welding point is selected. If a collision-free path
between the selected point and the welding point can be found by
the motion planner, the points are connected. Otherwise, the
second point nearest to the welding point will be selected and
tested for collision-free path. The algorithm ends when a collision-
free (both collisions with obstacles and robot self-collisions) con-
nection is established. The collision is checked implementing a
chord bisection strategy.

In order to reduce the probability to fail during the connections
of the welding points to the roadmap, an ad-hoc motion planning
constraint based on the industrial practice was introduced (Fig. 5).
The algorithm tries to find out an escape linear path in the
workspace gradually incrementing the distance from the welding
point along the tool axis −z (parallel to the axis normal to the
surface in the welding point) and then along the tool axis −x.

4.2.5. Stage 1v – search for collision-free path between selected
welding points

In Stage 1v, the collision-free path τ to move between two
welding points WPi, and WPj is defined. Specifically, the shortest
path τ expressed as a sequence of points belonging to the roadmap
is obtained through the use of the Dijkstra algorithm [38] (Fig. 6).
Every path, thus every connection belonging to the path, has to be
checked for possible collisions. If a path presents collisions, the
connection responsible of the collision is deleted from the road-
map and a new path is searched.

Collision check, executed at sampled points along the pre-
defined path, is based on OBB [39]. Specifically, at each time step
the robot configuration is updated and checked for collisions. Since
the robot models considered in this work present a hollow wrist,
i.e. the robot cables run inside the robot, the behavior of the robot
cables is not simulated.
Table 16
Simplified case – robot position and orientation.

RPOrpo RRPOrpo
cell

RPO1 [ ]− −0, 1, 0, 600; 1, 0, 0, 4000; 0, 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0, 1

RPO2 [ ]−1, 0, 0, 2300; 0, 1, 0, 0; 0, 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0, 1

RPO3 [ ]− −0, 1, 0, 600; 1, 0, 0, 4000; 0, 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0, 1
The recursive deletion of connections may lead to not-con-
nected sub-roadmaps. These sub-roadmaps may occur when the
welding point and the point to which it is connected are in a
narrow passage. In such a case, the sampled point through which
the welding point is connected to the roadmap is changed (Stage
1iii) till the sub-roadmap is escaped or all the sampled point have
been tested. In such a case, the quality of the final path decreases
but a solution may be available.
Rot. about ZRPOrpo [deg] Initial joints [rad]

0 [ ]− −0, 0. 436, 1. 95, 0, 0, 0,

0 [ ]− −0, 0. 436, 1. 95, 0, 0, 0
0 [ ]− −0, 0. 436, 1. 95, 0, 0, 0



Table 20
Simplified case 2 – Welding points (expressed w.r.t. the cell reference frame, linear
unit [mm], rotational unit [deg]).

WPwp x y z a e r Flag Rotation
about
ZWGMwgm

[deg]

WTwp

WP1 �696.86 954.22 660.0 90 180 0 – 0 1.1

WP2 �680.41 820.67 660.0 90 180 -10 – 0 1.1

WP3 �546.96 1008.67 660.0 90 180 -15 – 0 1.1

WP4 �507.83 812.20 660.0 90 180 -20 – 0 1.1

WP5 �608.10 �868.33 660.0 90 180 180 – 0 1.1

WP6 �615.59 �702.61 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1

WP7 �579.91 �740.68 660.0 90 180 200 – 0 1.1

WP8 �792.57 �809.30 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1

WP9 656.47 �730.47 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1

WP10 507.19 �917.73 660.0 90 180 210 – 0 1.1

WP11 660.98 �725.91 660.0 90 180 180 – 0 1.1

WP12 587.59 �781.51 660.0 90 180 170 – 0 1.1
4.2.6. Stage 1vi – decreasing of the path length
Paths which are created by sampling-based method usually

contain redundant motions. In Stage 1vi, the path pruning method
[40] is applied to decrease path length. This technique assumes
that a path τ is represented by a list of nodes −v v,. . . , n0 1 corre-
sponding to the selected points v of the roadmap. Path pruning
technique removes a node +vi 1 from the path τ if the path calcu-
lated by the motion planner (e.g., ORL) between nodes vi and +vi 2 is
collision-free and shorter than the sum of the paths between vi
and +vi 1 and between +vi 1 and +vi 2.

4.2.7. Stage 1vii – generation of the collision-free trajectory
Stage 1vii allows the generation of the final collision-free tra-

jectory connecting the selected welding points (Fig. 6(b)). Thus,
the path τ found in Stage 1vi is passed to the motion planner (e.g.,
ORL). Each node of τ is a via-point with non-zero velocity and a
blending parameter to manage the junction of two consecutive
path segments. The process is iterative, since the blending of two
consecutive segments introduces a deformation of the path
checked in the previous step. Thus, an iterative procedure reduces
the blending parameter till a final collision-free solution is found.

4.3. Stage 2 – off-line collision check of two-robot paths

Trajectories defined during Stage 1 are collision-free with re-
spect to the obstacles in the environment, e.g. BF BIW BTD, , .
However, these trajectories are generated disregarding the fact
that they have to be executed in an environment shared with
other robots. The aim of Stage 2 (Fig. 2) is to coordinate these
trajectories. Thus, all the trajectories defined during Stage 1 are
analyzed in couples. If no collisions can be found, the couple is
declared safe; otherwise the couple is unsafe. In order to assess the
safety of the couple, a volume-swept-like algorithm is employed
[41]. Specifically, the idea is to test each configuration of the first
robot along its path respect to each configuration of the second
robot along its path (Fig. 7). With reference to the problem inputs
and outputs presented in Appendix A, the information related to
Table 21
Simplified case 2 – solution.

RPO WGM WP seq.

RPO1 WGM2 → →WP WP W3 4

RPO3 WGM1 → →WP WP12 11
the safety of a couple is stored in the variables SPrpm rpm,1 2
and

UPrpm rpm,1 2
. If the couple is safe =SP 1rpm rpm,1 2

; otherwise =UP 1rpm rpm,1 2
.

As it was briefly explained in Section 3, the main limitation of
such method consists on its independency from the time co-
ordinate. Indeed, the definition of a couple of trajectories as unsafe
does not necessarily mean that the robots executing those tra-
jectories will collide. Indeed, some combinations of trajectory
starting time may exist, that do not lead to any collisions. In other
words, collisions of unsafe couple of trajectories could be avoided
managing the synchronization of the robots through the mod-
ification of their starting time. Under the hypothesis of time in-
dependency, all these combinations, leading to a feasible motion
planning, are discarded and not analyzed reducing the ability of
the approach to find a feasible solution. However, the relaxation of
the time-independency hypothesis during cell design and motion
planning definition would have dramatically increased the model
complexity and the resolution time of Stage 3. Some idea on how
coping with this limitation is faced in future work section.

4.4. Stage 3 – multi-robot cell design and off-line motion planning

Stage 3 is based on linear mixed-integer mathematical model,
formalized as a Traveling Salesman Problem.

In relation to the design problem, the model was developed
accordingly to [42]. However, it represents a novelty in the ap-
proaches for the design of multi-robot assembly cell for spot
welding since the application context and consecutively the ma-
jority of employed parameters, variables and constraints are in-
herently different.

Multi-robot coordination has been formulated as a decoupled
motion planning approach, taking inspiration from jobshop sche-
duling problems. The linear mixed-integer mathematical model,
therefore, is formulated as follows:

4.4.1. Notation and parameters
The sets of elements that are necessary to model the problem

together with their notation are reported in Table 4. Parameters
and inputs are grouped into two areas: process and resource areas.
The remaining data consist of generic parameters.

4.4.2. Decision variables
The set of decision variables can be divided into three groups as

shown in Table 4.

4.4.3. Objective function and constraints
The objective function (Eq. (1)) of the model aims at mini-

mizing the expected costs of the cell. This cost is related to the
acquired resources: robots, welding guns and robot support
structure. Cell whole-life costs or life-cycle costs (e.g. energy
consumption, maintenance, etc.) are not considered in this work.

( )minimize COST 1

4.4.4. Resource constraints
Constraints Eqs. (2)–(11) define the number of robots, welding

guns and robot support structures to be acquired as well as the
position/orientation of the robots and the allocation of the welding
OCTrpo [s]

→P WP2 1 19.07

→ → → → →WP WP WP WP WP WP5 9 8 6 7 10 24.72



Table 22
Simplified case 3 – welding points (expressed w.r.t. the cell reference frame, linear unit [mm], rotational unit [deg]).

WPwp x y z a e r Flag Rotation about ZWGMwgm [deg] WTwp

WP1 �431.12 791.23 660.0 90 180 0 – 0 1.1

WP2 �483.96 994.17 660.0 90 180 �10 – 0 1.1

WP3 �503.34 916.19 660.0 90 180 �15 – 0 1.1

WP4 �371.69 933.89 660.0 90 180 �20 – 0 1.1

WP5 �747.24 �965.15 660.0 90 180 180 – 0 1.1

WP6 �503.14 �914.05 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1

WP7 �611.89 �776.63 660.0 90 180 200 – 0 1.1

WP8 �698.42 �854.20 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1

WP9 356.77 �793.13 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1

WP10 634.45 �949.72 660.0 90 180 210 – 0 1.1

WP11 387.543689 �740.92 660.0 90 180 180 – 0 1.1

WP12 610.503143 �843.27 660.0 90 180 170 – 0 1.1

Table 23
Simplified case 3 – solution.

RPO WGM WP seq. OCTrpo [s]

RPO1 WGM2 → → →WP WP WP WP2 4 1 3 20.19

RPO2 WGM1 →WP WP7 8 10.32

RPO3 WGM1 → → → → →WP WP WP WP WP WP12 11 10 5 6 9 20.24

Table 24
Simplified case 4 – welding points (expressed w.r.t. the cell reference frame, linear
unit [mm], rotational unit [deg]).

WPwp x y z a e r Flag Rotation
about
ZWGMwgm

[deg]

WTwp

WP1 �519.75 1185.70 660.0 90 180 0 – 0 1.1

WP2 �547.46 1170.36 660.0 90 180 �10 – 0 1.1

WP3 �579.58 977.88 660.0 90 180 �15 – 0 1.1

WP4 �430.19 967.19 660.0 90 180 �20 – 0 1.1

WP5 �715.48 �1127.84 660.0 90 180 180 – 0 1.1

WP6 �1019.98 �840.12 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1

WP7 �585.07 �1112.06 660.0 90 180 200 – 0 1.1

WP8 �776.57 �591.65 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1

WP9 488.83 �595.27 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1

WP10 575.22 �1060.56 660.0 90 180 210 – 0 1.1

WP11 503.96 �674.21 660.0 90 180 180 – 0 1.1

WP12 813.74 �1021.64 660.0 90 180 170 – 0 1.1

Table 25
Simplified case 4 – solution.

RPO WGM WP seq. OCTrpo [s]

RPO1 WGM2 → →WP WP WP1 2 4 10.42

RPO2 WGM1 → → →WP WP WP WP7 8 6 3 17.64

RPO3 WGM1 → → → →WP WP WP WP WP9 10 11 12 5 20.15

Table 26
Simplified case 5 – welding points (expressed w.r.t. the cell reference frame, linear
unit [mm], rotational unit [deg]).

WPwp x y z a e r Flag Rotation
about
ZWGMwgm

[deg]

WTwp

WP1 �519.75 1085.70 660.0 90 180 0 – 0 1.1

WP2 �616.06 1042.48 660.0 90 180 �10 – 0 1.1

WP3 �579.58 977.88 660.0 90 180 �15 – 0 1.1

WP4 �430.19 967.19 660.0 90 180 �20 – 0 1.1

WP5 �715.48 �1127.84 660.0 90 180 180 – 0 1.1

WP6 �1019.98 �840.12 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1

WP7 �585.07 �1112.06 660.0 90 180 200 – 0 1.1

WP8 �776.57 �591.65 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1

WP9 488.83 �595.27 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1

WP10 560.23 �959.56 660.0 90 180 210 – 0 1.1

WP11 501.56 �653.11 660.0 90 180 180 – 0 1.1

WP12 823.54 �1025.55 660.0 90 180 170 – 0 1.1

Table 27
Simplified case 5 – solution.

RPO WGM WP seq. OCTrpo [s]

RPO1 WGM2 →WP WP1 4 9.61

RPO2 WGM1 → → → →WP WP WP WP WP8 7 6 3 2 19.90

RPO3 WGM1 → → → →WP WP WP WP WP11 9 10 5 12 19.90

Table 28
Simplified case 6 – welding points (expressed w.r.t. the cell reference frame, linear
unit [mm], rotational unit [deg]).

WPwp x y z a e r Flag Rotation
about
ZWGMwgm

[deg]

WTwp

WP1 �568.44 85.90 660.0 90 180 0 – 0 1.1

WP2 �543.33 1007.93 660.0 90 180 �10 – 0 1.1

WP3 �584.80 1103.83 660.0 90 180 �15 – 0 1.1

WP4 �471.66 954.68 660.0 90 180 �20 – 0 1.1

WP5 �1112.69 �851.34 660.0 90 180 180 – 0 1.1

WP6 �889.40 �1096.95 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1

WP7 �577.73 �1050.69 660.0 90 180 200 – 0 1.1

WP8 �696.53 �756.28 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1

WP9 �696.53 �756.28 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1
guns to the robots. Specifically, constraint Eqs. ((2)–7) define the
relation among the number and model of robots, guns and
structure acquired and to be acquired.3 Constraint Eq. (8) imposes
that the total number of selected welding guns is equal to the total
number of robots. Similarly, constraint Eq. (9) describes an
equality between the number of robots and the number of
WP10 1028.97 �918.12 660.0 90 180 210 – 0 1.1

WP11 1028.97 �918.12 660.0 90 180 180 – 0 1.1

WP12 288.78 �854.74 660.0 90 180 170 – 0 1.1
3 Acquired resources are the difference between the number of resources es-

timated by the final cell design minus the number of resources owned by the
company



Table 29
Simplified case 6 – solution.

RPO WGM WP seq. OCTrpo [s]

RPO1 WGM2 → → →WP WP WP WP3 4 1 2 17.05

RPO2 WGM1 → → →WP WP WP WP8 7 5 6 14

RPO3 WGM1 → → →WP WP WP WP9 12 11 10 17.05

Table 30
Simplified case 7 – welding points (expressed w.r.t. the cell reference frame, linear
unit [mm], rotational unit [deg]).

WPwp x y z a e r Flag Rotation
about
ZWGMwgm

[deg]

WTwp

WP1 �519.87 1014.91 660.0 90 180 0 – 0 1.1

WP2 12.65 926.55 660.0 90 180 �10 – 0 1.1

WP3 �1081.58 640.43 660.0 90 180 �15 – 0 1.1

WP4 �473.72 1029.51 660.0 90 180 �20 – 0 1.1

WP5 �1093.10 �721.58 660.0 90 180 180 – 0 1.1

WP6 �825.57 �513.83 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1

WP7 �797.01 �704.68 660.0 90 180 200 – 0 1.1

WP8 �727.56 �700.24 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1

WP9 1169.20 �540.61 660.0 90 180 190 – 0 1.1

WP10 981.23 �1082.18 660.0 90 180 210 – 0 1.1

WP11 1047.20 �1062.46 660.0 90 180 180 – 0 1.1

WP12 11.44 �1034.77 660.0 90 180 170 – 0 1.1

Table 31
Simplified case 7 – solution.

RPO WGM WP seq. OCTrpo [s]

RPO1 WGM2 → → →WP WP WP WP1 2 4 3 20.90

RPO2 WGM1 →WP WP7 6 13.80

RPO3 WGM1 → → → → →WP WP WP WP WP WP12 11 9 19 5 8 21.28

Fig. 2. The proposed method.
selected robots. Since different gun models can be selected, Eq.
(10) constraints the number of selected welding guns for each
type. Eq. (11) prevents the selection of two robots in the same
position.
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4.4.5. Motion planning constraints
Constraints Eqs. (12)–(23) grant the coherence among the

variable related to the robot motion plan. Specifically, Eqs. (12) and
(13) state that for each robot position/orientation to which a
welding point is associated, a welding gun has to be selected.
Constraint Eq. (14) imposes the allocation of each welding point to
one robot position/orientation with exception of the welding point

=wp 0 (the robot initial position). Indeed, every robot has its own
starting position (15). Moreover, the fictitious welding point, i.e.
the point representing the initial position of the robot end effector,
is the first to be executed (Eq. 21). Constraints Eqs. (16), (17), (19),
and (20) define the allocation of the welding points/welding guns
to the robot positions/orientations and the motion plan related to
each robot/welding guns. Indeed, if a position/orientation is not
activated (no robot and welding guns are associated), no motion
plan has to be defined and no welding gun has to be associated.
Besides, these constraints are related to the formal definition of
the motion plan for each position/orientation: for each position/
orientation, every welding point can be executed only once. Con-
straint Eq. (18) defines the motion plan taking into account the
information related to existing collision-free trajectory between
two welding points. Constraint Eq. (22) allows the temporization
of the motion plan for each position/orientation: thus, for each
robot, the sequence of execution of the welding points is given.
Variables related to the welding point sequence (MPS) have to be
coherent with variables related to the trajectory selection and
trajectory feasibility ( MP) (constraint Eq. (23)). Constraints Eqs.
(24)–(30) evaluate the initial and final time for the execution of the
selected trajectories. Constraint Eq. (24) defines the initial time of
each selected trajectory. Constraint Eq. (25) grants the temporal
coherence among the completion and starting time of subsequent
trajectories. Constraint Eqs. (26)–(28) lead to the coherence among
the variable related to trajectory completion, starting, delay time
and the motion plan: if a trajectory is not selected, its completion
time, starting time and delay have to be null. Constraint Eqs. (29)



Fig. 3. Approach schema (Stage 1).

Fig. 4. WPs-based sampling: the light-blue element represents the metal sheets/
body-in-white (Stage 1ii).

Fig. 5. Auxiliary strategy to connect welding points to the PRM (Stage 1iv).
and (30) present the equations for the evaluation of the comple-
tion time and execution time. Finally, thanks to Eqs. (31)–(37), the
motion plan coordination is granted.
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Fig. 6. Query roadmap for single-robot (Stage 1v).

Fig. 7. Stage 2 – volume swept-like algorithm.
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4.4.6. Cycle time constraints
Constraints Eqs. (38)–(40) evaluate the cell cycle time. Specifi-

cally, constraint Eq. (38) evaluates the cycle time for each robot,
while constraint Eq. (39) defines the cycle time of the assembly
cell. Besides, constraint Eq. (40) imposes that the obtained cycle
time is lower that the required cycle time.

  ≥ ∀ ( )OCT C wgm rpo wp wp, , , 38rpo wp wp
wgm rpo

,
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1 21 2

  ≤ ∀ ( )OCT MAXOCT rpo 39rpo

≤ ( )MAXOCT RCT 40

4.4.7. Resolution
The model could report an infeasibility problem when:

1. at least one welding point is not reachable;
2. all the points are reachable but this will require the selection of

robots in the same position and a different orientation;
3. it is not possible to identifying at least one welding sequence

requiring the visit of the welding points and the robot initial
position only once;

4. it is not possible to coordinate the robot in the given cycle time.
Fig. 8. Algorithm for the obtainment of a feasible solu
Points 1–3 require the modification of the input data (robot
positions/orientations). However, such infeasible condition is un-
likely to occur, since it is based on the experience of the worker.
On the contrary, the last cause of infeasibility presents higher
probability to occur since it depends from the inputs of the au-
tomobile company. In such a case, it is important to identify the
cycle time according to which the mathematical model is able to
provide a solution. Thus, when an infeasibility problem is
achieved, an additional iterative algorithm is provided as a further
solving step (Fig. 8). Specifically, a solution is sought removing any
temporal constraint (i.e., with an infinitive cycle time). If this re-
sults to the elimination of the infeasibility problem, the problem
will be iteratively solved increasing the required cycle time at each
step, till a feasible solution is identified. If the infeasibility problem
remains, since in the Traveling Salesman Problem each node can
be passed only once, the number of robot-starting-configuration
replica is increased in order to allow the robot to have at disposal a
resting position without collision with the other. Once the neces-
sary number of replica is identified, the iterative process for the
identification of required cycle time starts.

4.5. Stage 4 – motion plan validation

Motion plan validation (Stage 4 in Fig. 2) consists in the si-
mulation of the results produced by Stage 3. The generated cell
design is set and the robots execute the defined motion plan.
During the simulation, the absence of active and passive collision
is checked.
4.6. Implementation

The proposed approach was implemented in a Cþþ software
tool structured in 12 libraries. Where possible, commercial or
open-source libraries were used: RAPID [39] - decomposition of
the environment in oriented bounding boxes (OBBs) and collision
detection, OpenGL [43] - graphical interface, ORL [35] - trajectory
planner for COMAU robots, Cplex [44] - resolution of the mathe-
matical model presented in Section 4.4 and BzzMath [45,46] -
mathematical library.
tion for the linear mixed-integer model – Stage 3.



Fig. 9. Simplified case – cell resources.
5. Application scenario

The proposed approach has been tested on:

� a sets of 7 generated simplified cases (Section 5.1)
� 1 industrial case (Section 5.2)

The sets of generated cases is strongly connected to real problems
even if characterized by simplified environment. The cases have been
implemented to assess the quality of the approach proposed in this
paper. The computational time is analyzed in Section 5.3.

5.1. Simplified cases

Seven simplified cases have been generated and analyzed.
These cases, standardized in order to be replicated and useful in
order to calibrate the approach, differ in the positions of the
twelve considered welding points. These welding points are ran-
domly selected in 3 circle area having as center the points pre-
sented in Table 19 and an increasing radius (from 50 mm of the
first case to 650 mm of the last case with a step of 100 mm). The
rotation (aer Euler convention) is predefined for each point. The
center points are placed in front of the 3 possible considered RPOs
(Fig. 10, Fig. 11 and Table 16).

The elements considered for the cell design are:

� metal sheets BIW (Fig. 9a) placed in as described in Table 14.
� 18 fixturing element BF (Fig. 9b) placed as described in Table 15.
� COMAU Smart NH4-200-2.7.
� ground robot support structure.
� Two welding gun models WGMs (Fig. 9c and d) mounted as

described in Fig. 17 and Table 17. The robot in RPO1 can mount
Fig. 10. Simplified case – possible
both the welding guns, while the robot in remaining position
can only mount WGM1.

The required cycle time (RCT) is 25 s (Figs. 10 and 11). The costs
of the resources are presented in Table 5. For sake of brevity, only
the simplified case 1 is reported hereafter. All the remaining cases
are presented in Appendix B (Tables 20–31).

5.1.1. Simplified case 1
Simplified case 1 aims to solve the cell design and motion

planning for the WPs in Table 19 . The radius of the circles for the
generation of the WPs is 50 mm.

The final solution is characterized by the selection of all the
3 robots (Fig. 12, Table 6). The welding gun model WGM2 is allo-
cated to the robot in RPO1, since it presents the same accessibility
to the welding points but it is cheaper. RPO1 is responsible for the
welding of WP1, WP2, WP3 and WP4; RPO2 is responsible for the
welding of WP7; RPO3 is responsible for the welding of WP5, WP6,
WP8, WP9, WP10, WP11 and WP12. The cell cycle time, due to the robot
in RPO3, is equal to 23.2 s, thus coping with the RCT . Finally, the
cell cost is equal to 328,500€. From the robot selection point of
view, this cost is minimized since the minimum number of ne-
cessary robots is found (the allocation of WP7 to the robot in RPO2 is
necessary in order to cope with the RCT ). From the welding gun
point of view, WGM2 is selected for the robot in RPO1 since it
presents the same reachability of the WGM1 with a minor cost.

5.1.2. Considerations
All the seven cases were successfully solved, coping with the

requested cycle time. The provided solutions differ in terms of
number of robots and selected welding guns. All the simplified
cases required 3 robots, except for the simplified case 2 that
RPOs in the cell environment.



Fig. 12. Simplified case 1 – provided solution.
required 2 robots (Table 21). As expected, the highest time was
presented by the simplified case 2 (the case with the lowest
number of robots).

5.2. Industrial case

The considered industrial case was provided by COMAU S.p. A.,
FCA group. The cell is composed by 3 robots SMART-NH4-200-2.7
mounted on the ground, 3 welding gun models (Fig. 13), a fixtur-
ing system composed by 35 elements. 3 possible RPOs were con-
sidered. The first robot (in RPO1) mounts the WGM1 and welds
7 points. The second robot (in RPO2) mounts the welding gun
WGM2 and it is responsible for 8 welding points. The third robot (in
RPO3) mounts the WGM3 and welds 7 points. The cell cycle time is
40 s. WGM1, WGM2 and WGM3 present a different spatial occupancy
and costs and grant a different accessibility. The input data are in
Table 7, Table 32, Table 8. The resource costs were modified in
comparison to the real costs for confidentiality issues. In order to
test the developed approach in the industrial case (Fig. 14), an
alternative orientation for the robot in RPO1 is introduced, defining
the new robot position/orientation RPO4 (�45 degrees around
robot Z axis). Moreover, the possibility to mount the WGM3 on
robot in RPO2 is analyzed. Table 7–9 and Table 20 resume the input
data related to welding guns and robot positions/orientations.

The case was successfully solved (Fig. 15). The solution is
characterized by a cost of 272270€ determined by the selection of
3 robots in RPO2, RPO3, RPO4 (Table 10) and the allocation of the
WGM2 to the robot in RPO2. The cost of the cell resources is
minimized. The selection of the WGM2 instead of WGM3 for RPO2 is
not driven by the cost, but by the WPs reachability: the selection
of WGM3 would have not granted the reachability of 3 welding
points, thus preventing the obtainment of a feasible solution.

The results were compared with the concept of the industrial
cell, even if they were not implemented in a real cell. The com-
parison between the obtained cell design and the industrial so-
lution reveals that the robot in RPO4 is preferred to the robot in
RPO2. This solution represents an alternative, since the WP
reachability granted by the robots is the same, none of the tra-
jectories of the two robots collide with the other robot trajectories
and the robot cycle time is lower than the cell cycle time. The
Fig. 11. Simplified case – circular areas for WPs sampling.
obtained cycle time is 37.2 s, thus 2.8 s lower than the cycle time
declared by the company (40 s). The allocation of the WPs to the
robot is equal to the allocation of the industrial solution, even if
the welding sequences are different. Robot in RPO2 and RPO3 start
simultaneously, while robot in RPO4 starts 8 s after. Robot in RPO3
and RPO4 end respectively at 20.88 s and 36.32 s. Thus, the cell
cycle time depends on the robot in RPO2. The Stage 1 algorithms
and criteria required the sampling of 3000 Halton points and ob-
stacles-based 500 points. The nearest-n algorithms was used with

=n 100. The linear trajectory research was employed for the
connection of WP8 and WP12. The defined trajectories do not show
unnecessary movements of the robot (Fig. 16).

5.3. Computational time

The time required for the resolution of the presented cases on a
2.66 GHz processor laptop are depicted in Table 11. On the one
hand, the ad-hoc cases require a reduced computational time for
Stage 1 resolution coherently with the lower complexity of the
environment. On the other hand, the time required in Stage 3 by
the industrial case is inherently lower due to a minor number of
combinations to be analyzed (the number of robots that can reach
the same welding point is limited).
6. Conclusions and future work

Design and motion planning of multi-robot spot welding cells
are labor intensive and time-consuming activities, generally
managed in a manual way by specialized worker and different
functional units. This work proposes an approach aiming at si-
multaneously and automatically solving the two problems, thus
leading to the reduction of the required time and human effort.

The proposed approach consists of four stages, granting the
simultaneous cell design and coordinated robot motion plan. The
motion planning approach is based on an off-line decoupled mo-
tion planning techniques for high-dimensional -spaces and ar-
ticulated robots in order to grant applicability to multi-robot cell
for spot welding. The motion plan for each single robot is defined
through existing techniques (Stage 1), whereas the coordination of
the robot is based on a new developed model applied to articu-
lated robots (Stage 2 and 3).

The existing techniques adapted for Stage 1 (probabilistic
roadmap) were improved to cope with the high complexity of the
environment that characterizes multi-robot spot-welding cells.
The motion plan is based on the Open Robot Realistic Library that
catches the real robot behavior during trajectory generation. OBB
hierarchical decomposition is employed for collision checking. Cell
design is solved simultaneously to multi-robot motion planning in
Stage 3. The final provided solution is validated through simula-
tion (Stage 4).



Fig. 13. Industrial case – input – welding guns.

Fig. 15. Industrial case – provided solution.
The approach was tested on a set of ad-hoc cases and an in-
dustrial case provided by the Italian company COMAU S.p. A. The
set of ad-hoc cases were correctly solved, showing the approach
feasibility. The resolution of the industrial case leads to a suc-
cessful test bed.

In the following, conclusions both from the scientific and the
industrial point of view will be drawn, limitations will be high-
lighted and future work will be sketched.

6.1. Scientific contributions

From a theoretical prospective, the work proposes an extended
formalization of design and motion planning problems for spot-
welding multi-robot cells. Moreover, the wide number of factors
accounted as problem variables is novel. As discussed in Section 2,
some papers handle the resolution of the design and motion
planning problems for multi-robot spot-welding cells, taking into
account the selection of the robot position and orientation and the
multi-robot motion planning. On the contrary, this work has
considered the following factors: selection of the robot model,
selection of the welding gun models, the allocation of the welding
gun models to the robots, robot position and orientation, alloca-
tion of the welding points to the robots, single-robot motion
planning and the multi-robot motion planning.

6.2. Industrial advantages

The main advantages deriving from the industrial application
of the developed approach consist in:

� The decrease of the time needed for the design and motion
planning from some weeks of manual work to some days of
Fig. 14. Industrial case –
simulation and manual work. Manual work will be limited to
the preparation of the data and to adjustment of the final so-
lution, if needed.

� Independence of the results from the worker’s expertize, which
was formalized and integrated into the developed algorithms.

6.3. Limitations

The limitations to the developed methodology are:

1. The methodology is currently able to manage one robot model
per cell;

2. The possible number of robot position and orientation that can
be contemporary analyzed is limited respect to the number of
robots that can be employed in the cells;
input – cell design.



Fig. 16. Industrial case – examples of generated path.

Fig. 17. Simplified case – welding gun model reference systems.
3. The methodology provides a solution for around 20 points. Spot
welding cells with hundreds of welding points cannot be cur-
rently managed by this approach;

4. Precedence constraints among the welding points were not
included in Stage 3 in order to reduce the computational com-
plexity of the model. However, this was not a problem in the
resolution of the industrial case in which precedence con-
straints do not exist.
5. If the methodology is not able to provide a solution coping with
the required cell cycle time due to robot coordination difficul-
ties, the solution with the lowest cell cycle will be provided;

6. Due to the use of the ORL, the approach can only consider CO-
MAU robots.

A possible way to overcome these limitations is presented in
the next section.



Table 32
Industrial case – welding points (expressed w.r.t. the cell reference frame, linear unit [mm], rotational unit [deg]).

WPwp x y z a e r Flag WTwp

WP1 181 �1109.7 1048.04 90 2.636 82.615 W 1.1

WP2 586.5 �1112.21 1049.35 90 2.636 54.769 W 1.1

WP3 420.75 �1112.21 1049.35 90 2.636 74.885 W 1.1

WP4 320.84 �1290.79 1057.58 90 2.636 98.182 W 1.1

WP5 612.19 �1290.82 1047.23 -175.08 0 0 W 1.1

WP6 182.03 �1353.13 1057.84 90 2.636 74.51 W 1.1

WP7 325.44 �1414.65 1063.28 90 2.636 82.683 W 1.1

WP8 �586.5 �942.01 1041.52 90 2.636 �179.175 1.1

WP9 586.5 �942.01 1041.52 90 2.636 179.175 1.1

WP10 �419.31 �942.01 1041.52 90 2.636 167.358 1.1

WP11 419.31 �942.01 1041.52 90 2.636 �167.358 1.1

WP12 -181 �945.91 1039.5 90 2.636 �172.245 1.1

WP13 181 �945.91 1039.5 90 2.636 172.245 1.1

WP14 �100.88 �1017.34 962.04 �179.412 110.98 87.21 1.1

WP15 100.88 �1017.34 962.04 �0.58 110.98 �85.21 W T4:1 1.1

WP16 �181 �1109.7 1048.04 90 2.63 �86.54 1.1

WP17 �586.5 �1112.21 1049.35 90 2.63 �80.54 1.1

WP18 �420.12 �1112.21 1049.35 90 2.63 �82.54 1.1

WP19 �320.84 �1290.79 1057.58 90 2.63 �101.764 1.1

WP20 �612.19 �1290.82 1047.23 -26.87 0 0 1.1

WP21 �182.06 �1353.06 1059.24 90 2.63 �75.23 1.1

WP22 �325.44 �1414.65 1063.28 90 2.63 �83.23 1.1
6.4. Future work

Future work will concern, on the one hand, the overtaking of
the existent limitations and, on the other hand, the general ex-
tension of the approach.

First direction – in order to cope with the limitations described
above, Stage 3 could be revised. Indeed, Stage 3 is responsible
for (i) the restriction in the number of analyzable welding
points, robot models and robot positions/orientations (limita-
tions 1, 2 and 3) and (ii) the absence of precedence constraints
(limitation 4). Specifically, the restriction to the number of
problem inputs and in considering precedence constraints is
due to the already high computational complexity of the mixed
integer mathematical model of Stage 3. A significant increase in
the number of inputs or the introduction of precedence con-
straints may lead to an overflow during the model resolution. A
possible solution could be based on the simplification of the
model through its decomposition and the cyclical resolution of
the identified sub-problems until a solution is found.
Second direction – as explained in Section 4.3, the possible fault
in robot coordination (limitation 5) could be avoided through
the modification of the hypothesis at the basis of the definition
of safe and unsafe couples of trajectories. Several research
directions could be addressed. For instance, the model could
be changed introducing a level of safety for each couple of
trajectories, thus allowing a partial temporal overlapping during
the trajectory execution according to the identified level.
Third direction – the limitation related to the applicability of the
methodology to cells involving COMAU robots (limitation 6)
could be easily overtaken by the use of the realistic robot si-
mulation – RRS – the world-wide de-facto standard for precise
simulation of robot motion behavior.
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Appendix A. – inputs and outputs in the approach stages

See Tables 12,13.
Appendix B. – test case data

B.1. Simplified cases

See Tables 14–31, Fig. 17.

B.2. Industrial case

See Table 32.
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